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Abstract. We present Wide Ruled, an authoring tool for the creation of 
generative stories. It is based on the Universe author-goal-based model of story 
generation, and extends this model by providing support for reader interactivity, 
episodic memory elements, and an extensive graphical interface that is aimed at 
authors with little or no experience with computer programming and artificial 
intelligence planning techniques. The design of the interface is based around 
common interface conventions, narrative terminology, and step-by-step 
guidance through the creation of complex plan preconditions and actions. We 
also present initial user evaluation of this work-in-progress, which shows how 
our tool can be used by those with varying technical backgrounds to author 
dynamic stories with our tool. This feedback also suggests potential 
improvements of the interface to the underlying story representation and 
generation model. 
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1   Introduction 

The creation of interactive story experiences, in which interaction deeply affects the 
story, requires both expertise in authoring (compelling plot arcs, dialog, character 
conflicts, etc.) and technical expertise in computational and generative story 
representations. Either developers must be experienced artists and technologists 
(which, while ideal for certain types of innovation [11], is unfortunately rare), or they 
must work in multi-disciplinary teams that are segmented into distinct technical and 
non-technical pursuits. The multi-disciplinary team approach, while appropriate for 
large commercial projects, is inappropriate for small-scale development, impedes 
rapid experimentation, and is pedagogically inappropriate for small course projects. 
Wide Ruled is a story modeling tool that attempts to fit in this area of cross-over 
between algorithms and art, by providing a non-technical interface to a generative 
story engine based on the decidedly technical Universe story model [6, 7].  

The experience of one of the authors (Mateas) in teaching Interactive Narrative 
over the last few years formed the genesis of the Wide Ruled project. Many of the 



students in the first few years of the course, while having some programming 
experience, generally had arts and humanities backgrounds rather than formal CS 
backgrounds. A portion of the course is devoted to surveying AI approaches to story 
generation and management, including classic generators such as Universe [6, 7], 
Tale-Spin [12] and Minstrel [17], as well as more contemporary work in interactive 
drama. For those students who chose to incorporate an AI approach to story 
generation into their course projects or masters theses, they almost always chose 
Universe, writing partial, simplified implementations of the Universe model and 
building their interactive stories on top of that [e.g. 4, 8]. For students from both 
technical and non-technical backgrounds, the Universe story model, with its 
hierarchical pursuit of multi-character story plans (plot fragments) in response to 
author goals, appears to offer an effective compromise between generative complexity 
and authorial simplicity. However, since each student project created a custom, partial 
(and often buggy) implementation of Universe, this strongly limited the amount of 
time students were actually able to spend working on the content of their experiences. 
This observation led to the creation of Wide Ruled, a general purpose Universe-based 
authoring tool accessible to non-programmers, which will ultimately support a variety 
of front ends for story interaction. While the version of Wide Ruled presented in this 
paper outputs textual stories, its execution model is generic enough to be applied to 
any story medium, including interactive video games.  

By designing a simple visual interface to author-based story planning that makes 
use of non-technical language wherever possible, our authoring environment is 
designed to provoke a feeling of familiarity and relevance to the task of story-telling, 
and at the same time maintain the flexibility and power of the underlying planning 
engine.  

2   Related Work 

The difficulty of authoring is a common concern in interactive storytelling, for AI-
based approaches in particular. Many authors have described authoring issues 
involved in creating autonomous characters and drama managers [e,g. 9, 15, 10]; such 
work, however, tends to describe authoring methodologies, rather than specific tools 
aimed at non-programmers. In this related work section, we limit ourselves to 
discussions of such tools.  

A number of tools facilitate the construction of story graphs, in which the author 
explicitly represents possible paths through the story. Some examples include: 
InAuthor [1], which supports authoring geographically-aware spatial stories, AESOP 
[14], which provides a story-graph tool for pedagogical interactive dramas, U-Create 
[13], which provides graph authoring capabilities as part of a larger mixed reality 
authoring suite, INSCAPE, which provides graph authoring as part of a modular 
interactive story authoring environment [18], and SceneMaker [3], which supports 
more complex hierarchical story graphs with probabilistic transitions. The strength of 
story graphs is that they provide a readily understandable visualization of the potential 
story space, while their weakness is that they are a non-generative formalism, forcing 
the author to manually express the combinatorial possibilities in the story space, thus 



 

Fig. 1. The main window in Wide Ruled. 

effectively limiting plot-level variation. The goal of Wide Ruled is to therefore make 
a more generative plan-based approach accessible to authors from a wide variety of 
backgrounds.  

Other authoring tools have provided support for more plan-like story 
representations. DraMachina [2] defines dramatic units in which relationships 
between units are implicitly specified via propositional formulas over dramatic units. 
The Bowman plan authoring interface provides support for mixed-initiative narrative 
plan authoring within a plan-space planning framework [16]; it has not yet been tested 
with story authors.  

Jayapalan created the first version of Wide Ruled [5]. Besides the evaluation, the 
work reported in this paper included extending the subgoaling mechanism in the 
underlying generation model and substantially revising the user interface.  

3   Design 

Wide Ruled implements the Universe author-based model of planning, which 
formulates a dynamic story as a plan that acts within the context of a story world. The 
world contains objects, including characters, environments, and plot points (see 
below). The space of potential stories is modeled as a set of author goals, each of 
which has one or more plot fragments which can fulfill these goals. Plot fragments 
(plans), the core of the story generation process, are activated based on the 
satisfaction of required preconditions; the actions of a plot fragment can display 
dynamic story text, pursue any number of author goals, and create or modify story 
world objects. With this representation, the underlying story generation engine selects 
an initial author goal and executes valid plot fragments and their pursued subgoals to 



generate a single instance of story. This approach is strongly related to HTN planning 
where the task decompositions (plot fragments) coordinate the activities of multiple 
characters rather than individual characters. This is in fact the Universe model’s 
contribution to the story generation literature, being the first system to model the 
pursuit of authorial plans, which coordinate multiple characters, in pursuit of authorial 
goals. Subgoals within plot fragments can pass parameters into the plot fragment that 
is selected to satisfy the subgoal, providing a mechanism for maintaining consistency 
in the characters and story-world objects involved in the action. By being able to 
represent complex hierarchies of plot fragments that satisfy author goals, Wide Ruled, 
like the Universe model that it is based on, can generate complex and varied stories 
automatically. 

Interactivity can be incorporated in the Universe model in a number of ways, 
including: the third-person interaction of manipulating initial conditions of the story 
world, the third-person interaction of manipulating the story-world during the 
planning process (thwarting or aiding the currently executing author plan), and the 
first person interaction of making choices for one of the characters within the story 
world. Wide Ruled currently supports this latter interaction model, allowing a user,  
acting as a character within the story world, to select amongst a set of plot fragments 
that are related to that chosen character. The user is effectively incorporated into the 
planning process, making decisions among plot fragments during subgoal pursuit 
when those plot fragments are relevant to the player character.  

Figure 1 shows the initial and main window of Wide Ruled. Here, the user is 
presented with three lists of named story world objects, including characters, 
environments, and plot point types, and a list of author goals and the plot fragments 
that can satisfy them. An author can perform a consistent set of operations on each 
list, including renaming by double clicking on each element, and creating, editing, or 
deleting by selecting an element and using the respective buttons below. The menu 
bar at the top of the window provides options for creating a new blank story world, 
saving an existing one to a file, or loading a previous story world from a saved file. 
Finally, the prominent story generation button at the bottom of the window initiates 
the (interactive) story generation process. 

3.1   Objects 

Objects are uniquely named entities possessing a set of user-defined attribute/value 
pairs. Character and event objects exist before the generation of a story, thus defining 
the story world. Plot points, on the other hand, are episodic memory elements that 
represent significant story events. They are created by plot fragment actions. 

Characters. Characters in Wide Ruled are modified using the editor interface 
displayed in Figure 2. Each character has three classes of attributes – traits, 
relationships, and aspirations/fears. Traits are a set of named attributes that are shared 
amongst all characters in the story world. Each trait can be one of three types of 
information: text, yes/no, and numeric. Relationships are named attributes that have a 
target, which is a reference to another character, and a number value representing the 
strength of that relationship. Aspirations/fears are named attributes that, unlike shared 



 

Fig. 3. The plot point type editor 
window. 

 

Fig. 2. The character editor window lists the traits, relationships, and aspirations/fears of a 
specific character. The add and edit buttons support the creation of new attributes 

traits and relationships, don’t possess any associated value, but can simply exist or not 
exist for each character. In order to aid in the authoring process, Wide Ruled provides 
many sample shared traits, relationships, and aspirations/fears that can be selected 
when creating new attributes.  

Environments. Environments in Wide Ruled are analogous to characters, but 
conceptually refer to locations in the story world. The editing of each environment is 
identical to the character editing process described earlier, however only shared traits 
and relationships are valid attribute types, and relationships refer instead to other 
environments, instead of characters. Environments are intended to serve as stages for 
story events; attributes provide the means for selecting appropriate stages as the story 
progresses.  

Plot Point Types. Plot points are episodic 
memory elements that are designed to represent 
significant events that occur during the progress of 
a story, and are dependent on the order of events. 
As such, are created and edited only during the 
story generation process, and the main Wide 
Ruled window only allows for the creation of 
specific types of plot points. Each named plot 
point type refers to a potential plot point with a 
user-defined set of attribute-value pairs. The 
values, like the values for the attributes of 
characters and environments, can be textual, 
yes/no, or numeric. In Figure 3, the simple editing 
interface for a single plot point type is shown. 



Here, the user can select only attribute names and types, and no values, since this type 
of object is only instantiated and manipulated during story generation.  

3.2   Author Goals 

Author goals are the primary organizational component of story generation in Wide 
Ruled. Like the Universe model, Wide Ruled generates stories by picking an initial 
author goal then executing plot fragment with a valid precondition, which may in turn 
pursue another author goal. As seen in Figure 1, the main window displays author 
goals as the top level entity of a hierarchical list. In this list, author goals are bolded 
elements, and each plot fragment that fulfills a specific author goal is indented 
underneath that goal in the list. In addition, if a plot fragment pursues another author 
goal, then the name of that goal is displayed in italics, indented underneath that plot 
fragment’s name. 

Goal Parameters. During story generation, author goals can be passed data values, 
either text, yes/no, or numeric, from plot fragments that choose to pursue them. These 
values are then in turn passed onto the plot fragment that is selected by the story 
generation engine for that author goal. In order to select the names and types of 
parameters for each author goal, the user can, from the main window in Figure 1, 
select any bolded author goal from the list and click the “Edit” button below. This 
will display a window, similar to the plot point type editor in Figure 3, which allows 
the user to add new parameters and their respective types.  

3.3   Plot Fragments 

Plot fragments are the unit of story world manipulation within Wide Ruled. When the 
story generation engine is creating a story, upon reaching an author goal, every plot 
fragment that fulfills that goal is analyzed to determine if all of its preconditions are 
satisfied. If these conditions are all satisfied, then the story generator puts that plot 
fragment into a list until all plot fragments are analyzed. When finished, the story 
generator then selects a random fragment from this list, and then performs the actions 
of that plot fragment.  

The plot fragment editor window is activated by selecting a plot fragment name in 
the author goal hierarchical list in the main window of Wide Ruled. Shown in Figure 
4, the plot fragment editor consists of four sections describing interactivity features, 
author goal settings, preconditions, and actions. The settings pane allows the user to 
change the parent author goal for the current plot fragment, and also displays the 
names and types of the author goal parameters that are passed onto this plot fragment 
during story generation. In addition, this pane allows the user to select whether this 
plot fragment can be repeated more than once throughout the course of story 
generation, which can occur if author goals are recursively pursued. The interactivity, 
precondition, and action panes are described in later sections of this paper.  



 

Fig. 4. The plot fragment editor window. 

Preconditions. Preconditions are sets of constraints that must be satisfied before a 
plot fragment can be chosen to fulfill a goal. Within these precondition tests, during 
story generation, object attributes are matched against values, and any attribute of a 
matched object can be saved to variables within a plot fragment. These attributes may 
be matched against literals, incoming author goal parameters, or variables bound in 
previous precondition tests. A wizard is used to construct each test in a precondition, 
allowing the selection of the type of object to match against, attribute constraints, and 
options to bind attribute values to variables. This precondition creation wizard is show 
in Figure 5.  

Within the plot fragment editor shown in Figure 4, precondition tests are displayed 
as a list of simple sentences that explain, in a straightforward way, the condition that 
must be true for each one to be satisfied. We designed these sentences to resemble 
English language statements, so that non-technical users would not be intimidated by 
any confusing notation. The story generation engine analyzes precondition tests in the 
order they are listed; by selecting one and using the “Move Up” and “Move Down” 
buttons below this list, the user may modify this order. This order is important if one 
precondition test compares an object attribute against a variable that is stored in 
another precondition test. If analysis occurs in the incorrect order, a variable may not 
be bound before it is tested against, resulting in the failure of that precondition test, 
invalidating the entire plot fragment during story generation. 

Actions. Actions are the core of the story generation process. They are tasks that can 
output story text, create new plot fragment variables, manipulate the story world, or 
activate other author goals to pursue. Any of the plot fragment action can make use of 
variables within the plot fragment. These include author goal parameters or variables 



 

Fig. 5. The precondition creation wizard. The interface proceeds from left to right, and top to 
bottom. Any additional test or variable save for this precondition is appended by clicking the 
“Additional Test” button in the final window, which returns the user to the upper right window 
for further tasks within the current precondition test.  

saved within any of the precondition tests. Like precondition tests, each action is 
executed in the order they are displayed in the plot fragment editor in Figure 4. 
Similar to the precondition list, plot fragments are displayed as a list of textual 
sentences that are designed to be as non-technical and understandable as possible. 

Display Text. The text display action is the function that allows the author of a Wide 
Ruled story to output the actual text of the generated story. A parameterized text 
template language allows outputted text to depend on variable values.  

Calculation. The calculation action allows the user to create a new plot fragment 
variable that is a summation, subtraction, division, or multiplication of two literal 
numbers, two plot fragment number variables, or one of each of these kinds of data. 
The ability to perform simple mathematical operations within a plot fragment allows 
for the flexibility of having object attributes with continuous variability. 

Edit Object. The object editing action allows an author to create a new instance of a 
character, environment, or plot point, or edit any existing object. If the author wishes 
to edit an object, it must be bound to a variable within one of the precondition tests or 
created within a previous plot fragment action. The name of this bound variable is 
selected in the first window of the precondition creation wizard in Figure 5. The 
process of editing or creating objects is presented in a wizard interface similar to that 
of the precondition creation wizard. The wizard walks the player through assigning 
initial attribute values to a newly created object, or changing attributes of an existing 
object.  



Pursue Subgoal. The subgoal pursuit action allows the user to select an author goal to 
pursue when executing the ordered actions of this plot fragment. If the selected goal 
requires author goal parameters, then the user must choose values to pass on from 
amongst the similarly-typed variables within the current plot fragment or the 
incoming author goal parameters.  

3.4   Generation 

The process of story generation within Wide Ruled is a recursive depth-first descent 
through a hierarchy of pursued author goals. The process begins with a randomly 
chosen initial author goal with no parameters and at least one valid plot fragment (one 
with fully satisfied precondition tests), and proceeds until all the ordered actions of 
every plot fragment in this descent have been completed. During this traversal, if a 
plot fragment fails, then the story generator reverts any story world and story text 
changes made by the fragment’s actions, and returns to the parent author goal to 
search for another valid plot fragment. If no valid plot fragments remain, the entire 
author goal fails. Failure of an entire plot fragment occurs when any author goal 
pursuit action within that plot fragment fails. If the initially chosen author goal fails, 
then another one with at least one valid precondition is pursued. While reverting on 
failure is possible for textually generated stories (essentially be “crossing out” text 
that has already been output), reversion is inappropriate for real-time visual story 
worlds. Future versions of Wide Ruled will explore backing-up on plan failure 
without reversion, using special plan “clean up” actions to maintain coherence when 
abandoning a story trajectory. 

3.5   Interactivity 

The Wide Ruled model of interactivity involves allowing the reader to override the 
random choice of the story generator and select which of the valid plot fragments to 
activate for the current author goal, if more than one exists. In order to mimic the 
decisions of a specific character instead of the decisions made by the story generation 
algorithm, each plot fragment can have a designated active character, chosen in the 
interactivity pane of the plot fragment editor in Figure 4. This active character can be 
one of the predefined characters created in the character editor, or it can be set to a 
dynamically bound character variable saved within any of the precondition tests. In 
order to provide a more understandable selection menu to the player, instead of 
simply listing static plot fragment names, the author may enter a player prompt in the 
plot fragment editor. The player, before generating the story, can select the character 
he or she wishes to play from the “Story” menu in the main window of Wide Ruled. 
During story generation, if the current author goal has valid plot fragments with an 
active character identical to the player character, then the player is presented with a 
set of prompts to choose from. We consider this mechanism to be a debug mechanism 
for exploring how abstract player choices affect story generation. In future integration 
of Wide Ruled with a more visual representation (e.g. game engine), rather than 
presenting explicit, dynamically generated menus, as is done for textual generation, 



story-plan interaction would be enabled by having player choices in the concrete 
world implicitly select among potentially applicable plot fragments in the more 
abstract story structure. 

4   Results 

The Wide Ruled tool was presented in an assignment for an Interactive Narrative 
class offered by the Computer Science Department at the University of California, 
Santa Cruz. The assignment instructed the students to take a generative story world 
each had previously formulated in a story grammar, and then implement and extend 
the story using Wide Ruled. Ten students participated in a survey after completing 
their respective Wide Ruled story worlds. The students consisted of nine persons with 
backgrounds in computer science or engineering, and one with a background in the 
liberal arts. Prior to authoring, students were given a 30 minute lecture on the main 
features and story representation concepts within the system, four pages of electronic 
documentation, and two example Wide Ruled story worlds. One of them was a Wide 
Ruled version of the story in the popular American medical mystery drama “House”. 
It contained extensive manipulation of all story world objects, including multiple plot 
points, and varied use of preconditions, but its plot fragment structure was more 
linear, with each plot fragment pursuing typically only a single author goal. To 
demonstrate a more complex hierarchical story structure, we also provided them with 
an implementation of the “churn” plot fragment and its related actions, as described 
by Lebowitz in his work on Universe. This example demonstrated a large plot 
fragment with five precondition tests and seven actions that pursued other author 
goals, but did not make use of environments or plot points. After participants had 
completed authoring (they had 2 weeks), they filled out an anonymous survey in 
which they provided by qualitative and quantitative feedback on their experience.  

The average overall ratings of the various components of Wide Ruled are depicted 
in Figure 6. While it appears that the character and environment editor portions of 
Wide Ruled received positive feedback, the responses indicate that most participants 
had trouble learning and regularly using the plot point type, plot fragment, and author 
goal editors. Not surprisingly, the editing of plot fragments, the most complex aspect 
of our tool, was considered to be one of the hardest tasks to learn and the hardest to 
use. The survey indicated that the primary difficulty was due to a lack of an ability to 
edit existing precondition tests or actions, or duplicate them to create similar entities 
with slight differences. The negative feedback to the author goal and plot fragment 
story structure components in general appears to demand a more intuitive explanation 
of the story generation process to users of the program. In terms of interactivity, the 
overall level of relative dissatisfaction with our model of interaction and qualitative 
survey feedback suggests that placing interactivity as a component of the story 
planning process is not a highly intuitive or conceptually simple way of integrating 
user input into the story generation process. In other, more positive results, two users 
that had low self-ratings of their background in programming and software design 
both reported that they used two to three precondition tests per plot fragment, the 
average across participants. This result suggests that the potentially complex notion of 
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Fig. 6. The overall usability ratings for each component of Wide Ruled - 1 is hard, 10 is easy. 

matching multiple constraints against the story world state was presented in an 
intuitive manner. Unfortunately, throughout the entire set of evaluated students, many 
of the generated stories displayed a primarily linear plot fragment structure (low 
author goal count), similar to the structure of the “House” sample story world 
described earlier. The power of the Universe model, and thus the Wide Ruled system, 
is its ability to represent complex hierarchical author goal relationships. This tendency 
for students to write less hierarchical plot fragments did not fully exploit this 
flexibility, and may have been a result of bias from the earlier story grammar 
assignment, in which students wrote relatively abstract, fairly shallow grammars. 
Finally, the aspiration/fear attributes of characters also rarely used, and their task was 
primarily subsumed by shared traits with yes/no values.  

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

We have shown that it is possible to build a visual story authoring environment based 
on Universe, a classical AI model of story generation. Such authoring tools have great 
potential to put more powerful, generative interactive story models in the hands of 
story artists. Despite the mixed results of our evaluation, the results were strong 
enough to warrant further development of Wide Ruled, especially given our 
experience with non-technical students being attracted to the Universe model. Based 
on feedback from the evaluation, our next steps will include adding the ability to edit 
and duplicate existing precondition tests and actions, implementing a visual depiction 
of plot point manipulation by plot fragments, allowing authors to explicitly see the 
creation and testing of plot points, further investigation into the authorial usefulness 
of separating aspirations and fears from shared traits, and adding explicit support for 
character group affiliations. For player interaction, in addition to the active character 
interaction model currently implemented, we will integrate a third-person interaction 



model in which the player modifies world state during story generation. In the longer 
term, we will explore the use of a comic strip style interface for both story generation 
and drag and drop authoring. Finally, with this improved version of Wide Ruled, 
we’ll perform a broader authoring study utilizing a larger set of participants with non-
technical backgrounds.  
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